Benefits of NIGP Membership
Professional associations support their members by providing essential tools. Tools
that are often unique to the field and necessary to sustain professional performance.
NIGP members enjoy exclusive access to public sector-specific procurement resources
that provide immediate benefit and improve day-to-day operating capacity.

The efficiencies I gained using the Resource Library paid
for the cost of membership the first time I used it.
Bill Brewer, CPPO, C.P.M., City of Glendale, AZ
n

Access to over 16,000 documents – from customizable bid and RFP documents and
templates to the VAULT, an active repository that includes the latest Aberdeen Group’s analysis,
market-moving news and sector insights. (Aberdeen Group is a research partner of NIGP).

n

Show Your Savings with MEASURE – a FREE tool for recording and reporting on
delivered savings. NIGP Observatory’s MEASURE makes it easy to capture, collate and
analyze the value, type and source of efficiencies and savings delivered by procurement.

n

Quick Guide To Find Suppliers – Online Supplier Directory. Search for suppliers
across 40 categories by name, zip or postal code or key word. Over 2,000 government
suppliers in the U.S. and Canada are listed.

n

Online peer networks – collaborate with fellow members and get answers to questions of
policy and best practice

n

Contact-An-Expert – portal links to NIGP members with subject matter expertise who can
address questions of a more advanced nature in an area of particular focus

n

NIGP Publications – complimentary subscription to GoPro: Government Procurement magazine and Sector Spotlight, an electronic newsletter featuring 8-10 procurement-related news briefs
for a quick view of what’s happening out there and how it impacts our professional community.

Additional NIGP Member Benefits
n
n

Member-only prices for NIGP’s Learning Center and events
LES Scholarship Program to defray the cost of professional development

NIGP’s membership represents the largest network of government procurement
professionals in North America.
Regardless of the number of procurement staff, your agency realizes a return on its
membership investment the first time NIGP resources are used.
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